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Abstract
We present an analysis of the Yangian symmetries of various bosonic
sectors of the dilatation operator of N= 4 SYM. The analysis is presented
from the point of view of Hamiltonian matrix models. In the various
SU(n) sectors, we give a modified presentation of the Yangian generators,
which are conserved on states of any size. A careful analysis of the Yan-
gian invariance of the full SO(6) sector of the scalars is also presented
in this paper. We also study the Yangian invariance beyond first order
perturbation theory. Following this, we derive the continuum limits of
the various matrix models and reproduce the sigma model actions for fast
moving strings reported in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. We motivate the constructions
of continuum sigma models (corresponding to both the SU(n) and SO(n)
sectors) as variational approximations to the matrix model Hamiltonians.
These sigma models retain the semi-classical counterparts of the original
Yangian symmetries of the dilatation operator. The semi-classical Yan-
gian symmetries of the sigma models are worked out in detail. The zero
curvature representation of the equations of motion and the construction
of the transfer matrix for the SO(n) sigma model obtained as the contin-
uum limit of the one loop bosonic dilatation operator is carried out, and
the similar constructions for the SU(n) case are also discussed.
1 Introduction and Summary:
In this paper, we extend the work presented in [7] and carry out an analysis of
the Yangian invariance of the Dilatation operator of superconformal Yang-Mills
theory from the point of view of Hamiltonian matrix models. We use and extend
the formalism developed in [8, 9] to carry out this analysis. We focus mainly
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on the (the SU(n) and SO(n)) bosonic sectors of the Dilatation generator. In
this analysis, special attention is paid to two particular aspects of this hidden
symmetry of the gauge theory. On one hand, we construct, in rather explicit
forms, the conserved non-local charges for the spin chain in the SU(n) sector.
Although the study of non-local conserved currents for theories defined on Lat-
tices has a thorough literature devoted to it, the construction of corresponding
conserved charges has remained a delicate issue. Usually, the conservation of the
charges is violated by boundary terms. In this paper we find that these prob-
lems (in the one-loop SU(n) sectors) have rather simple resolutions, thereby
realizing the Yangian as a true symmetry of the Dilatation operator. The Yan-
gian symmetry of the two loop corrected SU(2) invariant dilatation operator is
also analyzed in some detail. The other aspect of our analysis has to do with
the contraction of the Yangian invariance in the continuum limits of the matrix
models. We construct the sigma model Hamiltonians arising as the continuum
limits of the matrix models both in the SU(n) and SO(n) sectors. These con-
tinuum sigma models are derived as variational approximations to the matrix
model Hamiltonians. We pay special attention to the analysis of the SO(n)
invariant sigma model obtained as a continuum limit of the Minahan-Zarembo
spin chain. We use the formalism developed in [1, 2, 5, 6] to carry out the
analysis. By constructing the monodromy matrix following from the zero cur-
vature representation of the sigma model, we show that the Yangian symmetry
of the spin chain contracts to the semi − classical SO(n) Yangian. This puts
the sigma model on the same footing as the classical Heisenberg model and its
SU(n > 2) cousins.
Since the BMN proposal[10], various important steps have been taken in
the direction of understanding the AdS −CFT [11] correspondence better. The
basic idea put forward in [10] was that for operators containing large R charge
J , one could do perturbative expansions in an effective t’Hooft coupling λ′ =
λ
J2
and match the perturbative gauge theory computations with those from
the string theory side. On the gauge theory end, this amounts to looking at
operators which are very nearly chiral primaries, while on the string theory side
one essentially looks at strings in a near flat plane wave background. Both ends
of the correspondence being tractable has led to vigorous investigations in the
recent past. For a detailed account of the BMN correspondence we refer the
reader to [12, 13] and references therein. On the SYM side, testing the proposal
necessitates a good understanding of the resolution of operator mixing in the
gauge theory. A remarkable step in this direction has been the observation of
Minahan and Zarembo that the one loop dilatation operator of N= 4 SYM
(restricted to the bosonic sector) can be interpreted as the Hamiltonian of an
integrable SO(6) spin chain, which can be understood and integrated using
the algebraic Bethe ansatz[14]. This implies that the transfer matrix of the spin
chain, can be diagonalized explicitly, and the spectrum of anomalous dimensions
can be computed. It should be noted however that, while this can be achieved
in principle, in practice, getting the spectrum for chains of any length is quite
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intricate, and the analysis simplifies only in the limit of large chains. 1If one goes
beyond the scalar sector, then one finds that integrability is not lost, and the
complete one-loop dilatation operator, with Fermions and gauge fields included,
can be interpreted as the Hamiltonian of a PSU(2, 2|4) integrable spin chain[16,
17].
By now there are various pieces of evidence that seem to indicate that in-
tegrability is not an artifact of the one-loop approximation. At higher loops
operator mixing gets progressively complicated, but one can, never the less find
closed sub sectors of gauge theory operators within which the problem takes on
more tractable forms. One such sub-sector whose study has proved to be ex-
tremely fruitful consists of two scalars transforming among each other by SU(2)
rotations[18]. The two scalars are taken to be charged under different U(1)’s of
SO(6). At one loop, the dilatation operator restricted to this sector becomes
the familiar XXX Heisenberg spin chain.
D2 = 2
λ
16π2
(∑
l
(Il,l+1 − Pl,l+1)
)
. (1)
Pl,n is the permutation operator that interchanges the spins at sites l and n,
while I is the identity. The higher loop dilatation generators for the SU(2) sector
are being studied quite extensively in the current literature, see for example
[19, 20, 21]. The two loop generator has been derived in [18], see also [22, 23]
and takes the form of a spin chain with next to nearest neighbor interactions.
D4 =
(
λ
16π2
)2(∑
l
(−6Il,l+1 + 8Pl,l+1 − 2Pl,l+2)
)
. (2)
For such spin chains, it is not clear what the analogs of the algebraic Bethe
ansatz is. However, higher conserved charges for this two loop Dilatation gen-
erator have been constructed [18] indicating a degenerate spectrum; a basic
requirement for integrability. As one goes to higher orders in perturbation the-
ory, the range of interaction of the spin chain keeps increasing, and one is sure
to get a spin chain with long range interactions as the all loop dilatation genera-
tor. In the SU(2) sector, higher loop dilatation generators have been proposed,
based on symmetry considerations, integrability and BMN scaling [18, 19, 21],
and it is believed that the long range spin chain is of a hyperbolic type , which
interpolates between the Haldane-Shastry model (having infinite range of in-
teraction) and the Heisenberg type, which has only short ranged interactions.
While the integrability of these long range spin chains is not a completely settled
issue, remarkable progress has been achieved in this direction [19, 21, 24]. It
should be noted however, that integrability, at least a low orders in perturbation
theory is not restricted to the case of super-conformal Yang Mills theory. For
a review of integrable structures in the context of light front QCD see [25] and
1One can go beyond computing the spectrum of the dilatation operator and use the un-
derlying Bethe ansatz to compute correlation functions of the gauge theory as well. This has
been demonstrated in [15].
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references therein. For more recent results in the direction of the use of the
light cone formalism to understand the dilatation operator of Yang-Mills theo-
ries with various degrees of supersymmetry see [26]. Interesting developments
in this direction in the context of the renormalization of self-dual components of
the field strength in non-supersymmetric Yang-mills theory has been achieved
in [27]. For a discussion of one loop integrability in N = 2SYM , we refer the
reader to [28]. Integrable deformations of N= 4 SYM have been been analyzed
in considerable detail in [29].
A parallel set of approaches towards understanding the spectrum of anoma-
lous dimensions of superconformal Yang-Mills theory should also be mentioned.
The plane wave limit of matrix theory provides an alternative description of the
same problem. In this description, integrability to at-least the third order in
perturbation theory has been shown to exist in [30, 31, 32]. On the other hand,
an interesting framework for the computation of anomalous dimensions, based
on the representations of higher spin symmetry algebras has been proposed in
[33]. One of the interesting features of the methodology used in this way of
computing anomalous dimensions is that it does not make any direct reference
to the underlying integrable structures present in the gauge theory.
On the string theory side, the discovery of various integrable structures have
largely facilitated the comparison to results obtained in SYM computations.
The string sigma model in AdS5 × S5 exhibits classical integrability. The ex-
istence of Pohlmeyer charges and Yangian symmetry of the sigma model is
believed to be the reason behind its classical solvability [34, 35, 36, 37]. For
a related development, see also [38]. Integrability of the string sigma model
has been utilized beautifully by Frolov and Tseytlin to carry out semi-classical
computations with the sigma model and obtain predictions for SYM computa-
tions [39, 40]. Their key insight lay in the realization that a BMN like proposal
can be made to work even without taking a particular limit of the AdS5 × S5
background. One can invent a new parameter, which is basically the length J
of the spin chain (or equivalently an angular momentum like observable on the
string side), and quite like the BMN case, the limit of large J is again accessible
from both the gauge theory and gravity sides. Various implementations of this
idea were carried out in [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] and review of this approach
can be found in [48]. In this series of investigations comparisons of both the
integrable structures, i.e the higher conserved charges, as well as that of the
spectrum of the dynamical systems obtained from both the sides was carried
out. Gauge theory duals of semi-classical string solutions have been discussed in
depth in [49, 50, 51, 52]. The upshot of this course of investigation has been the
discovery of precise agreement between the leading order and the next to lead-
ing expressions for string energies and higher conserved charges, (which are in
general intricate functions of λandJ), and the corresponding one and two loop
gauge theory computations. However, as yet unresolved discrepancies continue
to remain at three and higher loops[46, 47, 51, 53].
A fresh insight in this program was brought about by the developments
initiated by Kruczenski [1]. It was shown in [1], that the effective semiclassical
action, for a string rotating with a large angular momentum can be mapped
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to the one describing the continuum limit of the Heisenberg spin chain, which
is nothing but the one loop dilatation operator restricted to the SU(2) sector.
This allows one to carry out comparisons at the level of actions, and provides an
explanation for the various agreements found previously. This point of view has
since then been pushed further, and it has been shown, that for various SU(n)
sectors the effective action for the sigma model on AdS5 × S5, describing fast
moving strings on the S5, agrees with those arising as the continuum limit of
SU(n) spin chains[54, 3, 55, 4, 5, 2, 6]. Even for the full SO(6) scalar sector,
this program has been shown to be very promising [2, 5].
A key theme tying together these integrable structures is that of Yangian
symmetries. These Hopf algebraic symmetries are, to a large extent responsible
for integrability on both the sides. The fact that Yangian symmetries are present
at the level of the string sigma model was elucidated in [34, 35, 36, 37]; for recent
work in this direction, see also[56]. The gauge-gravity correspondence tells us
that the same symmetries must be present at the level of the conformal field
theory, and indeed, Yangian symmetry was shown to be present in the weak
coupling limit of SYM in [57, 58]. But at the present time, it in not clear how
to extend this to the full gauge theory. One can however take the Dilatation
operator to be the effective Hamiltonian for the gauge theory. Indeed in radial
quantization of the conformal field theory, it is the Hamiltonian. Moreover, the
occurrence of Yangian symmetries has been a persistent theme in the literature
on quantum spin chains[59, 60, 61]. Hence it is natural to study the relation
between the Yangian symmetries of the dilatation generator and those of the
effective string actions. This analysis is one of the main points of the present
paper.
In doing this analysis, we emphasize the fact that the Dilatation operator of
N= 4 SYM is a Hamiltonian matrix model. This is not surprising as the Di-
latation generator is nothing but a particular dimensional reduction of the full
gauge theory on R× S3 [10, 30, 31, 32, 62, 63]. Indeed, the dimensional reduc-
tion of any non-Abelian gauge theory to one dimension will generate a quantum
mechanical matrix model. In the context of superconformal Yang-Mills theory,
this approach has been stressed in several papers. For example, in [10] the rela-
tion of the Dilatation operator to a system of coupled Cuntz oscillators[64] was
stressed. In [65, 66] progress has been achieved in deriving the pp wave string
field theory Hamiltonian by using a collective field theory approach towards the
study of multi-matrix models. More recently, [29] have also elaborated on this
connection. Also, from the point of view of the connection to the pp wave limit
of matrix theory [30, 31, 32, 67] the matrix model interpretation of the radial
Hamiltonian of the gauge theory is quite natural. For related recent work, see
also [68, 69, 70]. The connection to quantum spin chains has to do with tak-
ing the Large N limit of these matrix model, while preserving normal ordering
[8, 71]. Typically, while analyzing the large N limit of matrix models which are
invariant under some global ’gauge group’ ((U(N) in our case), one attempts
to change variables to the gauge invariant observables. This can be achieved
very explicitly, when only a single matrix is present. There are at least two
well known methods of doing this. The first one has to do with a direct change
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of variables from the matrix elements to the eigenvalues[72]. The effective the-
ory for the eigenvalues can then be mapped to one of free Fermions. The other
method, which is related to the first one, has to do with the Bosonization of this
theory of fermions through the approach of collective field theory[73, 74, 75].
By now there is a large literature devoted to these techniques and their ap-
plications to low dimensional string theory. When dealing with the quantum
mechanics of several matrices, it is not clear how to make such direct approaches
work (although extending the collective field theory formalism has been shown
to hold a lot of promise[76, 65, 66]). However, one can proceed to isolate the
operators and the states that dominate the large N limit, work out the algebra
of observables obeyed by the dominant observables and continue to work within
this restricted sector. Doing this leads to a map between matrix models and
spin chains. One sees that the observables that do dominate in the large N limit,
which are basically nothing but normal ordered single trace operators, and the
corresponding single trace states can be mapped to observables and states of
quantum spin chains. In a sense the quantum spin chains play the same role
in the case of Hamiltonian multi matrix models that the free Fermions do for
the single matrix case. Hence, one may expect that the algebra of observables
of the large N limit of multi matrix models is, in a sense, a generalization of
the W∞ algebra. This is indeed true, and this Lie algebra , which was worked
out in [8, 71, 9], will be the basic tool that we shall use to analyze the Yangian
symmetries of the dilatation operator.
One of the advantages to working within the matrix model framework in
the study of Yangian symmetries is the following. It is well known that for
spin chains of finite length, the Yangian charges are not truly conserved. When
one computes the commutator of the Yangian generators with the Hamiltonian,
the commutators fail to vanish, and this failure has to do with effects that
arise due to the finite size of the spin chains. We shall be able to show that
such boundary terms have a very natural meaning in the Lie algebra of matrix
model observables. They can be described as elements of a proper ideal of the
Lie algebra. This understanding allows us to look for modified definitions of the
Yangian generators which are truly conserved. Such generators are presented in
the section on the SU(n) Yangian. They are nothing but the matrix elements of
the transfer matrix. This allows one to realize the Yangian as a true symmetry of
the matrix model/spin chains, even when the interactions are extremely short
ranged, and only (though not necessarily) short states are being considered.
Also, from a computational point of view, the matrix model computations seem
to organize themselves in a way that makes the analysis of various conservation
laws quite transparent.
The other advantage of this formalism lies in motivating the continuum limit
as a classical theory. By recasting the computation of the spectrum as a varia-
tional problem for the matrix model, we see that the passage to the continuum
sigma model, can be motivated without having to invoke a long wavelength
expansion. Also, this particular way of taking the continuum limit avoids the
explicit reference to the spin coherent states, enabling us to carry out the anal-
ysis in general for SU(n) and SO(n), without having to construct spin coherent
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states for each value of n. The contraction of the Hopf algebraic Yangian sym-
metry to the semiclassical Yangian (which is a Lie Poisson symmetry) is also
quite transparent in this language.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the first section, the basic
matrix model formalism is reviewed. In this section we pay special attention
to the Lie algebra of normal ordered matrix model observables, and elaborate
on the comments made above, about the relation of the boundary terms to a
proper ideal of this algebra. Following this we analyze the one loop dilatation
operator corresponding to the SU(n) sectors, from the point of view of Yangian
symmetries. We present the modified Yangian generators which are conserved,
irrespective of the length of the states being considered. This is followed by an
analysis the Yangian invariance at higher loops, where we present the Yangian
generators that commute with the two loop SU(2) dilatation operator. We then
go on to study the Yangian symmetries of the full SO(n = 6) invariant one loop
dilatation operator for the scalars. In this case, we work out the relation of the
Yangian generators to the expansion of the transfer matrix. We also study the
conservation properties of the Yangian generators. Following this, we analyze
the continuum limit of these matrix models. The SU(n) case leads to the well
studied cases of Heisenberg like integrable models, and we comment on the
contraction of the Yangian symmetry of the matrix models to the semi-classical
Yangian symmetry present in the continuum sigma models. Extending the work
reported in [2, 5], we also present the sigma model arising in the SO(n) case.
Our sigma model differs in some details from the one presented in [2, 5].In this
case too, give a zero curvature representation for its equations of motion. We
then proceed to use the monodromy matrix of the sigma model to work out
its semi-classical SO(n = 6) Yangian symmetry, and discuss its implications on
connecting the integrable structures present in the SO(n) sector of SYM and
its semi-classical string dual.
2 Matrix Model Techniques and Details:
In this section we shall briefly review the basic matrix model techniques required
for the analysis of the Dilatation generator.
As is well known by now [18, 10], the connection between matrix models
and the dilatation generator of N= 4 SYM arises in the following way. The
Dilatation generator can be interpreted as a dimensional reduction of the gauge
theory on R×S3. More precisely, it can be thought of as the effective quantum
mechanical Hamiltonian obtained upon integrating out the higher Kaluza-Klien
modes coming from the expansion of the degrees of freedom of the gauge theory
in the spherical harmonics on S3. The Conformal field theory being a theory
of non-Abelian fields in the adjoint representation of the gauge group, which
we shall take to be U(N), produces a quantum mechanical theory of interacting
matrices as its reduction to one dimension[10, 77, 18]. At one loop the Dilatation
generator is ’block diagonal’, so it makes sense to isolate the scalars and study
their mixing among each other. The Fermions and the field strengths continue
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to run in loops and produce effective interactions, which were not present in
the original gauge theory Hamiltonian. Or in other words, the dimensional
reduction is not the naive one. The one loop dilatation operator in the scalar
sector is the following matrix model [18].
ΓSO(6) =
λ
32π2N
Tr
(
2
[
a†i, a†j
]
[aj , ai]−
[
a†i, aj
] [
a†i, aj
])
. (3)
The flavor indices i, j go from 1 to 6, and the Hamiltonian has a manifest
SO(6) (the R symmetry of the gauge theory) invariance. The matrix creation
and annihilation operators satisfy the standard commutation relations,[
aαiβ , a
†kγ
δ
]
= h¯δki δ
γ
βδ
α
δ . (4)
The greek letters denote U(n) color indices2.
At higher loops it does not make sense to study the full bosonic sector by
itself, as it is not closed. There does however exist a closed SU(2) which is
closed to all orders in perturbation theory. In the SU(2) sector of the scalars,
the second term of the above Hamiltonian is absent, while the flavor indices
take on two values. At the one loop level the corresponding matrix model
Hamiltonian is,
ΓSU(2) =
λ
16π2N
Tr
([
a†i, a†j
]
[aj , ai]
)
. (5)
As has been out lined in several places in the literature, see for example [18],
interpreting the dilatation generator as the Hamiltonian of a dynamical system
allows one to understand operator mixing of the gauge theory as follows. Gauge
theory operators correspond to states of the matrix model, for example, a generic
multi trace operator built out of the adjoint scalars
ΥI,J,···,M = Tr(Φi1 · · ·Φi|I|)Tr(Φj1 · · ·Φj|J|) · · ·Tr(Φm1 · · ·Φm|M|), (6)
maps to the state,
ΥI,J,···,M 7→ |I, J, · · · ,M〉 = OIOJ · · ·OM |0〉, (7)
where,
OI =
1√
N |I|−2
Tr
(
a†i1 · · ·a†in) . (8)
We have denoted ordered strings of indices by capital letters, for example,
{i1, i2, · · · , i|I|} = I, while |I| denotes the number of bits present in the string.
The action of the matrix model Hamiltonian on such states will in general pro-
duce a linear combination of multi trace states, which correspond to the opera-
tors that the original one mixes with. Or more precisely, the Callan-Symanzyk
2We have chosen to display h¯ explicitly in the commutation relations to remind ourselves
of the fact that it is a natural deformation parameter in the matrix model, in addition to
1
N
[7]. Also in performing actual calculations h¯ serves as a good book keeping device.
equation for the gauge theory can be recast as the Hamiltonian evolution equa-
tion for the matrix model,
ih¯
∂
∂t
|Ii · · · In〉 = Γ|Ii · · · In〉., (9)
with ’time’ playing the role of the logarithmic scale of the gauge theory. This
basic formalism works for any N . However, we are interested in the large N
limit of the dilatation operator, which, from the above discussion amounts to
studying the large N limit of Hamiltonian multi-matrix models. It is not clear if
methods of the kind that are employed in the study of single matrix models (such
as carrying out a direct change of variables to the eigenvalues) have any obvious
generalization to the multi-matrix cases. In the absence of such methods, one
can nevertheless make progress. As was mentioned in the introduction, one
starts out by isolating a complete set of states needed to describe this limit.
As one might expect, these are the single trace states. The overlap of single
and multi-trace states is lower order in 1
N
. So the Hilbert space of the large N
theory consists of cyclically symmetric states of the kind,
|i1 · · · in >= |I >= 1√
N |I|−2
Tr
(
a†i1 · · · a†in) |0 > (10)
The dominant observables are the ones which (to leading order in 1
N
) do not
split single trace states into multi-trace ones. A little though shows that these
observables are the ones for which normal ordering (in the sense of operator or-
dering) is compatible with the ordering implied by matrix multiplication. These
are operators of the form,
Θ
i1···i|I
j1···j|J|
= ΘIJ =
1√
N |I|+|J|−2
Tr
(
a†i1 · · · a†i|I|aj|J| · · ·aj1
)
. (11)
Note the reverse order of the lower string in the definition of ΘIJ . It is useful
to represent these tensors diagrammatically. One can denote the upper and
lower set of indices by two horizontal lines e.g. fig-(1). Contraction of the
indices can be represented by lines connecting the two horizontal lines. For
example, the tensor Θijji, which is basically the one loop dilatation operator in
the SU(2) sector can be represented as, fig-(2). Clearly, for SU(n) scalars, it is
not necessary to depict the indices in the diagrams, as the way the horizontal and
vertical lines are contracted carries all the information necessary for specifying
the tensor. For example, Θijkkji, which is part of the two loop dilatation operator,
in the same SU(2) sector, can be specified by fig-(3). From now on , we shall
only depict the un contracted indices explicitly in these diagrams.
The matrix model operators act on the large N states as follows,
ΘIJ |K >= δKJA|IA >, (12)
or to put it in words, the operator ΘIJ , checks if the string making up the state
|K > can be split in two parts in such a way that the first part is equal to J .
9
i      i      i          .        .        .                                           i   
1     2     3                                                                       |I|
j      j     j          .         .       .                                            j
1     2    3                                                                        |J|
..............................................................
.............................................................
Figure 1: Θ
i1···i|I
j1···j|J|
i                   j
j                   i
Figure 2: Θijji
If it is possible, then that part of the string is replaced by I. By looking at the
action of these operators on single trace states, one sees that they define a Lie
algebra. We shall refer to this as the planar Lie algebra Pl(n), (here n stands
for the number of matrices present in the problem), and it was worked out in
[8]. [
ΘIJ ,Θ
K
L
]
= gIKMJLN Θ
N
M . (13)
The structure constants can be read off from the explicit form of the Lie
bracket given below.[
ΘIJ ,Θ
K
L
]
= (h¯)|K|(δKJ Θ
I
L +
∑
J1J2=J
δKJ2Θ
I
J1L
+
∑
J1J2=J
δKJ1θ
I
LJ2
+
∑
J1J2J3=J
δKJ2Θ
I
J1LJ3
+
∑
J1J2J3=J
K1K2=K
δK1J3 δ
K2
J1
Θ˜IJ2L)
+(h¯)|J|(
∑
K1K2=K
δK1J Θ
IK2
L +
∑
K1K2=K
δK2J Θ
K1I
L +
∑
K1K2K3=K
δK2J Θ
K1IK3
L
+
∑
J1J2=J
K1K2=K
δK1J2 δ
K2
J1
Θ˜IL +
∑
J1J2=J
K1K2K3=K
δK1J2 δ
K3
J1
Θ˜IK2L )
+
∑
J1J2=J
K1K2=K
(h¯)|K1|δK1J2 Θ
IK2
J1L
+
∑
J1J2=J
K1K2=K
(h¯)|K2|δK2J1 Θ
K1I
LJ2
+
∑
J1J2J3=J
K1K2K3=K
h¯J1+J3δK1J3 δ
K3
J1
Θ˜IK2J2L −
[
I ⇔ K
J ⇔ K
]
. (14)
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Figure 3: Θikjjki
In the above equation,
Θ˜IJ = Θ
I
J −
n∑
i=1
ΘkIkJ . (15)
Although the Lie algebra looks rather complicated when written out in this
fashion, all the terms above have rather simple diagrammatic interpretations,
for which we shall refer the reader to [9].
2.1 Boundary Terms:
If one discards, the terms involving Θ˜ from the above equation, one can see that
the terms involving only the Θ s still continue to form a Lie algebra. In-fact the
Θ˜’s span a proper ideal K(n) of the planar Lie algebra 3. These terms have the
interesting property of being able to act as Weyl operators on the single trace
states,
Θ˜IJ |K >= δKJ |I >, (16)
and they obey the following commutation relation,[
Θ˜IJ , Θ˜
K
L
]
= δKJ Θ˜
I
L − δILΘ˜KJ . (17)
It is important to note that these operators have more than one representation
in terms of the Θs. For example,
Θ˜IJ = Θ
I
J −
n∑
i=1
ΘkIkJ = Θ
I
J −
n∑
i=1
ΘIkJk. (18)
This implies that the Θ’s are not linearly independent. The most obvious rela-
tion implied among them, from the equation above, is that
ΘIKJK = Θ
KI
KJ (19)
where, by KI, we mean the concatenation of the strings K and I, KI =
{i1 · · · i|I|k1 · · · k|K|} fig-(4). This relation between the matrix model observables
is going to prove quite useful in doing the calculations that we shall present later
in the paper . The origin of these terms lies in the fact the in looking at the
action of the matrix model observables on states of finite lengths, the cyclicity
3A more detailed account of the ideal generated by these terms is given in the appendix
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|........I..........|   |.....K......|                    |.....K....|     |.......I...........|
|.........J.........|   |......K.....|                   |.....K.....|     |........J.........|
=
Figure 4: ΘIKJK = Θ
KI
KJ
of the trace produces terms which one might not have guessed naively to be
there.
An example of the generation of a boundary term: Let us look at the
action of a product of
[
3
3
]
and
[
2
2
]
operators on a state of length three.
Θi1i2i3j1j2j3Θ
k1k2
l1l2
|a1a2a3 > (20)
The cyclicity of the trace is going to produce an action of the first operator on
the bits a3 and a1, resulting in,
δa3l1 δ
a1
l2
Θi1i2i3j1j2j3 |k2, a2, k1 >= δk2j1 δk1j3
(
δa2j2 δ
a3
l1
δa1l2
) |i1, i2, i3 >, (21)
which can be written as,
δk2j1 δ
k1
j3
Θ˜i1i2i3j2l1l2 (|a2, a3, a1 >∼ |a1, a2, a3 >) . (22)
Clearly, this term was produced be cause of two reasons, the finite size of the
state matching that of J , and the cyclicity of the trace. These boundary terms
have to be treated separately. Generalizing to tensors of arbitrary length, we
see then that in evaluating the product of two operators, ΘIJΘ
K
L , we shall have
a term,
∑
J=J1J2J3
K=K1K2
δK1J3 δ
K2
J1
Θ˜IJ2L, which is the second term in the second line
of (14). Similar considerations lead to the other boundary terms in the Lie
algebra as well. Keeping in mind the impending continuum limits, it is easy
to convince oneself, that these boundary terms drop out, when one formally
considers states of infinite length. Moreover, of the commutator of two matrix
model operators can be written as a sum f the finite rank Θ˜ operators, then one
can safely set their commutator to zero in the continuum limit. As we shall see
later, the commutator of the standard Yangian generators with the Hamiltonian
are exactly of this sort, and we shall be able to find a new set of generators for
which this problem does not exist even on states of finite size.
2.2 Spin Chains:
As outlined in previous papers [8, 71], the connections to traditional quantum
spin chains arises when one looks at operators ΘIJ for which |I| = |J |. These
matrix model operators can be represented by spin operators Sij(l), where l is
the lattice index. One can think of the states of the matrix model as those of
the spin chains,
|I >= 1√
N |I|−2
Tr
(
a†i1 · · · a†i|I|) |0 >∼ |i1, i2 · · · i|I| >, (23)
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where, the bits can be thought of as spins on a one dimensional lattice with
periodic boundary conditions. The operators, Θi1···inji···jn can be identified with
sums of products of spin operators,
Θi1···inji···jn →
∑
l
Si1j1(l)S
i2
j2
(l + 1) · · ·Sinjn(l + n− 1), (24)
where the spin operators commute at unequal sites and satisfy the Weyl rela-
tions,
Sij(k)S
p
q (k) = δ
p
jS
i
q(k) (25)
at the same lattice points.
It is worth emphasizing a few points at this juncture. If one works out the
commutation relations of the Θs using the representation in terms of the spin
operators, then one would not get the boundary Θ˜ terms. That is because
these finite rank operators have no ’microscopic description’, i.e in terms of spin
operators at individual lattice sites. However, they will arise when one computes
the antisymmetric part of the product of the action such translation invariant
spin chain operators on any state of a given length. The other point has to do
with the fact that when |I| 6= |J | in ΘIJ , the planar Lie algebra continues to make
sense, however there is no realization of such matrix model operators in terms
of spin matrices. Dynamical systems having such terms in their Hamiltonians
are of a lot of interest in the context of the study of N= 4 SYM. For example,
the higher loop dilatation generators in the closed su(2|3) sector on the sector
exhibit this property [78]. One might hope that the matrix model point of view
might shed some new light on these ’dynamical’ spin chains.
3 Non-Local Conserved Charges and Yangian
Invariance of the Dilatation Generator: SU(n)
Sectors:
In this section we shall work out the non-local conserved Yangian charges for the
one loop SU(2) part of the Dilatation operator. Ignoring the trivial piece, pro-
portional to the identity, and setting λ16π2 = 1, the, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
is,
D2 =
∑
l
Pl,l+1 =
∑
l
Sij(l)S
j
i (l + 1) = Θ
ij
ji (26)
The Lax operator for this Hamiltonian, is well known [79, 80], and it takes on
the form,
Ll =
[
u+ iS3(l) iS−(l)
iS+(l) u− iS3(l)
]
. (27)
As is evident, it is a matrix, each element of which is an operator on the lth site
of the spin chain. S3 is the third Pauli matrix, and S± are the spin rising and
lowering operators, while u is the spectral parameter. It is useful to shift the
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spectral parameter by i2 , so that, the matrix elements of the Lax matrix take
on the following simple form,
(Ln(u))ij = (uI(n)δij + iSji(n)) . (28)
The transfer matrix, is defined in terms of the Lax matrix in the usual way,
T (u)ba = L
T
1 (u)aa1L
T
2 (u)a1a2 · · ·LTJ (u)aJ−1b, (29)
where J is the length of the chain, and T denotes the transpose over the auxiliary
space. By dividing out the Lax by the spectral parameter, one can get the
transfer matrix in a form that lends itself to an expansion about u =∞.
T =
[
T11(u) T12(u)
T21(u) T22(u)
]
=
∞∑
n=0
u−nT n, (30)
Each element of the matrix is an operator acting on the entire spin chain, and
hence has a matrix model realization. It is more useful to think not in terms of
the transfer matrix but its transpose T˜ which can be written out as.
T˜ ab = (I +
1
u
S1)
a
a1
(I +
1
u
S2)
a1
a2
· · · (I + 1
u
Sn)
an−1
b , (31)
where we have used the upper and lower indices with the convention (Sk)
i
j =
(Sk)ij . This matrix is completely equivalent to the transfer matrix, so we shall
drop the tilde’s from now on. Clearly, term by term in powers of u, one can
translate the transfer matrix into matrix model operators. For example, the
first two terms, which we shall interpret as the generators of the Yangian of
SU(n) are,
(T 1)ij = Θ
i
j (32)
(T 2)ij =
∑
L
ΘiLi1i1Lj. (33)
The matrix model equivalent of the full transfer matrix is,
T qb = I
a
b +
∞∑
n=0
1
un
ΘaI1i1I2i2···Inini1I1i2I2···inInb , (34)
where a sum over the repeated strings is assumed. A few words about the
validity of such infinite sums are in order. Although the operators representing
the expansion of the transfer matrix are infinite sums of a the kind
∑
I Θ
AIB
CID,
when one looks at their action on any state |K >, of finite length, only a finite
number of such terms contribute. Namely, only the terms for which |CID| ≤ |K|
will have non-zero action on such states. Which means that ||∑I ΘAIBCID|K >
||2 <∞, which allows us to consider such infinite sums.
Coming back to the main discussion, we can now proceed to show that
T ab are exactly conserved, without any problems arising due to the boundary
terms. Moreover, the algebra generated by the T ab ’s is equivalent to the SU(N)
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Figure 5: F (n)ab
Yangian. The second part of the statement is very easy to substantiate. The
Yang-Baxter relations imply that
[(T n+1)bc, (T
m)ad]− [(T n)bc, (Tm+1)ad] + (T n)ac (Tm)ad − (Tm)ac (T n)bd = 0 (35)
One can see that from this that T 0 lies in the center of the algebra, and that
T n, n ≥ 3 can be found from the knowledge of the basic charges T 1 and T 2.
and it is well known, that the associative algebra defined by (35), is finitely gen-
erated, i.e the first two generators are the only independent ones, and that it
is equivalent to the Yangian of SU(n) upto a redefinition of the generators[61].
We shall also comment on how to carry out this redefinition to put the Yan-
gian relations in a more conventional form. For algebraic details on how to do
generate the full transfer matrix from the first two generators, we shall refer to
[61]. From the discussion above, we see that it is enough to prove that T 1 and
T 2 are conserved.
(T 1)ab is the generator of SU(n) transformations, and it is easy to see that
it is conserved. When one evaluates the commutator of (T 2)ab with H , one will
have three kind of terms. The first kind are of order one in the deformation
parameter h¯, which we shall set equal to one at the end of the calculation. The
second kind of terms are of order h¯2, and finally we shall have the Θ˜ terms. To
start with, we write (T 2)ab as,
(T 2)ab =
∞∑
n=0
ΘaIniiInb , (36)
where the subscript in In denotes that |I| = n. Now we can see that,[
Θijji,
∞∑
n=0
ΘaIniiInb
]
=
∑
n
h¯
(
Θai1Ini2i1i2Inb +Θ
aIni1i2
i2Inbi1
−Θi1aIni2i2i1Inb −ΘaIni1i2i1Ini2b
)
+h¯2
(
Θ
i1aIn−1i2
i2i1In−1b
+Θ
aIn−1i1i2
i1In−1i2b
−Θai1In−1i2i1i2In−1b −Θ
aIn−1i1i2
i2In−1bi1
)
, (37)
while, the Θ˜ terms vanish identically. So the commutator has the functional
form, [
Θijji,Θ
aIni
iInb
]
= h¯F ab (n)− h¯2F ab (n− 1), (38)
where, the function F (n)ab has the diagrammatic representation as fig-(5). Also
it is easy to see that, the [Θijji,Θ
al
lb ] is of O(h¯
2), i.e.
F ab (−1) = 0 (39)
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After setting h¯ = 1, and summing over n, one sees that[
H, (T 2)ab
]
= 0. (40)
Because the Θ˜ terms vanish, these charges continue to be true generators of sym-
metries for the matrix model. The usual problems with the Yangian charges
failing to commute by boundary terms are not present in this way of thinking
about the Hopf algebraic symmetry. Now we even have a whole tower of ex-
actly conserved charges. (35)implies that iterated commutators of the first two
charges generate the full transfer matrix, hence all the matrix elements of the
transfer matrix are exactly conserved, i.e
[
H, (T n+1)ab
]
n≥0
=
[
H,ΘaI1i1I2i2···Inini1I1i2I2···inInb
]
= 0 (41)
Hence, we see that there are an infinite number of non-local conserved charges
for the matrix model. The charges correspond to the terms in the un-traced
transfer matrix. In summary, the modified generators for the Yangian of SU(n)
are,
(Q1)ab = Θ
a
b
(Q2)ab =
∑
I
ΘaIiiIb (42)
We do not quite have to verify the Serre relations (as we do for various other
generators in what is to follow) because of the following reason. The Serre
relations are nothing but the condition for the co-product of the Yangian algebra
to define an algebra homomorphism, and it is known that the transfer matrix has
such a co-product. So the interpretation of the Yangian generators as the matrix
elements of the transfer matrix ensures the Serre relations. The co-product for
the transfer matrix is,
∆T ab (u) = T
a
c (u)⊗ T cb (u), (43)
which generates the co-product for our Yangian generators,
∆(Q1)ab (u) = (Q
1)ab (u)⊗ I + I ⊗ (Q1)ab (u)
∆(Q2)ab (u) = (Q
2)ab (u)⊗ I + I ⊗ (Q2)ab (u) + (Q1)ac (u)⊗ (Q1)cb(u). (44)
3.1 Conventional Presentation of the Yangian Algebra and
Conservation Laws:
To make contact with the more conventional forms of the Yangian generators,
we consider the algebra generated by,
(Q1)ab = Θ
a
b ,
(Q2)ab =
∑
Ii 6=Φ
ΘaI1i1i1I1b −Θi1I1abI1i1 (45)
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The first charge is the conventional SU(n) generator, while as a spin chain
operator, the next charge is equivalent to,
(Q2)ab =
∑
i<j
(
Sak (i)S
k
b (j)− Skb (i)Sak (j)
)
(46)
These are the forms of the generators that are conventionally employed. While,
these have the same amount of information as the previous generators, these
are not conserved on chains of finite size. It is easy to see that,[
(Q1)ab , (Q
1)cd
]
= δcb(Q
1)ad − δad(Q1)cb[
(Q1)ab , (Q
2)cd
]
= δcb(Q
2)ad − δad(Q2)cb. (47)
The next relation is more interesting,[
(Q2)ab , (Q
2)cd
]
= δcb(Q
3)ad − δad(Q3)cb +
+
∑
I1,I2 6=Φ
ΘaI1cI2i1dI1i1I2b +Θ
cI1aI2i1
i1I1dI2b
+ΘcI1i1I2ai1I1bI2d
+ΘaI1i1I2cdI1bI2i1 +Θ
i1I1aI2c
bI1dI2i1
+Θi1I1cI2abI1i1I2d −
[
c⇔ a
d⇔ b
]
. (48)
(Q3)ad is new charge.
(Q3)ab = Θ
aI1i1I2i2
i1I1i2I2b
−Θi1I1i2I2abI1iiI2i2 (49)
More importantly, we note (by say, looking at its action on single trace states)
that, the other terms are equivalent to, a cubic combination of the first charge.
∑
I1,I2 6=Φ
ΘaI1cI2i1dI1i1I2b +Θ
cI1aI2i1
i1I1dI2b
+ΘcI1i1I2ai1I1bI2d
+ΘaI1i1I2cdI1bI2i1 +Θ
i1I1aI2c
bI1dI2i1
+Θi1I1cI2abI1i1I2d −[
c⇔ a
d⇔ b
]
≡ (Q1)ad(Q1)ce(Q1)eb − (Q1)ae(Q1)ed(Q1)cb (50)
So one can write the Poisson bracket between the Q2’s as[
(Q2)ab , (Q
2)cd
]
= δcb(Q
3)ad−δad(Q3)cb+(Q1)ad(Q1)ce(Q1)eb−(Q1)ae(Q1)ed(Q1)cb (51)
This implies that, one can eliminate Q3 and obtain a Serre relation between
the first two charges, which is,[
(Q1)ab ,
[
(Q2)cd, (Q
2)ef
]]− [(Q2)ab , [(Q1)cd, (Q2)ef ]] =[
(Q1)cb, (Q
1)cf (Q
1)ep(Q
1)ed − (Q1)cp(Q1)pf (Q1)ed
]
−δed
(
(Q1)af (Q
1)cp(Q
1)pb − (Q1)ap(Q1)pf (Q1)cb
)
+δcf
(
(Q1)ad(Q
1)ep(Q
1)pb − (Q1)ap(Q1)pd(Q1)eb
)
(52)
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The algebra generated by (47, 52)is the SU(n) Yangian. The breakdown of
conservation of these charges, due to the finite size of the states, has the simple
characterization as the their commutator with the Hamiltonian belonging to
the ideal generated by the Θ˜ terms. This, it turns out, is the case with the
conventional presentation of the Yangian generators. Let us investigate this in
some detail. It is very easy to see that (Q1)ab is conserved. The first part of
(Q2)ab is nothing but T
2 and it is conserved.
(Q2)ab = (T
2)ab −Θi1I1abI1i1 , (53)
After forming the antisymmetric combination (Q2)ab one sees that it is no longer
conserved on states of finite size, i.e its conservation is violated by finite rank
operators. One can check, that in evaluating the commutator of the second
term with H , all the Θ terms vanish and that we are left with the result,
[
H, (Q2)ab
]
= −
∑
n
(
Θ˜i1aInbIni1 − Θ˜i1InaInbi1
)
(54)
Hence, the conservation of (Q2) is violated by finite rank operators, but, these
terms drop out in the continuum limit. The simplest way to see that is as
follows. On states of infinite length, one can formally write
(Q2)ab = (T
2)ab −
1
2
(Q1)ad(Q
1)db + (Q
1)ab . (55)
In this form, the conservation of (Q2) follows from that of (T 2) and (Q1).
However, this expression for (Q2) is not valid on states of any finite length, as
boundary terms are going to violate it, which is the origin of the Θ˜ terms in
the algebra. As a simple illustration, one can see that, the second part of (Q2),
which is the origin of the violation of its conservation; i.e. −∑nΘiInabIni contains
among other terms the term −Θijabji , corresponding to the case n = 1. Now, if
one looks at is action on a state of length four, |j1 · · · j4〉, it will produce,
−Θijabji |j1 · · · j4〉 = −δj3b |aj2j1j4〉+ other terms . (56)
Such terms are never generated by (Q2) in the form above. However, these
terms are only present on states of a finite size, where the cyclicity of the trace
induces effective interactions between certain sites (the first and the third in
this case), which are not present when one formally looks at states of infinite
length.
The special case of SU(2): In the case of SU(2), we can encode the same
information given above, in the following form. We introduce,
(j1)i = Θab (σ
i)ba (57)
and
(j2)i =
∑
I
ǫijk
(
ΘaIcbId(σ
j)ba(σ
k)cd)
)
, (58)
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where the σs are the Pauli matrices, with the convention that (σk)cd ≡ (σk)dc.
One can now check by explicit computations that the following equations
are satisfied. [
(j1)i, (j1)j
]
= ǫijk(j1)k, (59)[
(j1)i, (j2)j
]
= ǫijk(j2)k, (60)
[
(j2)i,
[
(j2)j , (j1)k
]]− [(j1)i, [(j2)j , (j1)k]] = Cijkabc{(j1)a, (j1)b, (j1)c}[[
(j2)i, (j2)j
]
,
[
(j1)k, (j2)l
]]
+
[[
(j2)k, (j2)l
]
,
[
(j1)i, (j2)j
]]
=(
Cijrabcǫklr + Cklrabcǫijr
) {(j1)a, (j1)b, (j2)c}, (61)
where,
Cabcpqr =
1
24
ǫamnǫbqmǫcltǫnlt,
and {x, y, z} denotes the totally symmetrized combination. This definition of
the Yangian algebra is the one used in the study of SU(2) spin chains. Although
it has the advantage of making the underlying SU(2) structure quite explicit,
from the discussion above, we note that the symmetries generated by these
generators become exact only in the continuum limit.
3.2 Yangian Invariance at Two Loops:
In this section we study, the commutation relation of the Yangian generator with
the two loop Dilatation operator in the SU(2) sector. As one might expect, at
two loops, the Yangian generators as they stand, do not commute with the
Dilatation operator, however, their failure to commute can be captured in a
rather simple way. This also allows us to find the deformed Yangian generators,
which do commute with the two loop dilatation generator upto terms of O(λ3).
The analysis also useful in constructing an exact non-local conserved charge for
the two loop Hamiltonian
D4 = −6L+ 8
∑
i
Pi,i+1 − 2
∑
i
Pi,i+2 = −6Θii + 8Θijji − 2Θijkkji (62)
As is evident from the formula for the two loop dilatation generator, it is a spin
chain with next to nearest neighbor interactions. Although it is not clear how
one might try to generalize an approach like the algebraic Bethe ansatz to the
spin chains obtained from higher loop analysis of SYM , symmetry considera-
tions have been utilized in solving spin chains with long range interactions in the
past. The classic example of this is the case of the Haldane-Shastry long ranged
spin chain [81]. Indeed for most quantum spin chains, finding the underlying
Hopf algebraic symmetry and constructing the corresponding R or transfer ma-
trix for the problem are very nearly the same things. Although the higher loop
dilatation operators are not understood at this level of mathematical complete-
ness, for the two loop operator in particular, certain higher local charges have
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been generated based on the consideration of parity pairs [18]. Moreover, there
is also evidence to support that this particular operator is one of the terms in
the expansion of the Inozemtsev long ranged spin chain, for which, the Yangian
is indeed a true symmetry [21]. Hence, though there is no particular reason to
believe that the SU(n) Yangian is an exact symmetry at the two loop level, the
fact that the Inozemtsev long range spin chain is capable of describing the two
loop Hamiltonian, implies that it should be able to modify the Yangian charges
(in a way that is consistent with the analysis presented in [21]) so that they con-
tinue to commute with the dilatation generator upto terms of O(λ3). We shall
see below that this is indeed the case. Moreover, it has recently been shown
that one can incorporate the two loop correction to the dilatation operator by
modifying the Bethe equations that follow from the one loop Hamiltonian [20].
So the Yangian symmetry cannot be violated at the two loop level in some in-
tractable fashion. Hence as a starting point, it is important to not by how much
the Yangian fails to be a symmetry at two loops. In what is to follow, we shall
not bother about the Θ˜ terms, and work within Pl(n)/K(n).
It is easy to see that, [
Θpqrrqp, (Q
1)ab
]
= 0; (63)
i.e the first generator of the SU(n) Yangian commutes with the two loop Hamil-
tonian. The commutation of the second generator requires the evaluation of,
[
Θpqrrqp, (Q
2)ab
]
=
[
Θpqrrqp,
∑
n
(
ΘaIniiInb −ΘiInabIni
)]
(64)
Our starting point (as in the one loop case) is the commutation relation of the
two loop Hamiltonian with the operator,∑
n
ΘaIniiInb ≡
∑
p<q
Sai (p)S
i
b(q) (65)
As in the previous case, In denotes a sequence of n ’bits’. In = {i1i2 · · · in}. In
what is to follow we shall start out assuming n ≥ 2, the cases with smaller values
of n are a little subtle and shall be treated separately. We shall not display the
Θ˜ terms explicitly. Those correspond to the boundary terms and shall drop out
in the limit of large lengths. We shall only concentrate on the commutator of
the term involving next to nearest neighbor interactions. By using the planar
Lie algebra, one sees that,[
Θpqrrqp,Θ
aIni
iInb
]
= h¯
(
ΘajkInikjiInb +Θ
aInjki
iInbkj
−ΘjkainiikjInb −Θ
aInijk
iInkjb
)
h¯3
(
Θ
jkaIn−2i
ikjIn−2b
+Θ
aIn−2ijk
iIn−2kjb
−ΘajkIn−2ikjiIn−2b −Θ
aIn−2jki
iIn−2bkj
)
. (66)
All terms of O(h¯2) vanish. Or in other words, denoting the terms within the
parentheses on the right hand side by F ab (n), the equation above takes the
following functional form.[
Θpqrrqp,Θ
aIni
iInb
]
= h¯F ab (n)− h¯3F ab (n− 2) (67)
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Similarly, we also have to look at,∑
n
ΘiInabIni ≡
∑
p<q
Sib(p)S
a
i (q). (68)
Calculating along the same lines, gives us,[
Θpqrrqp,Θ
iIna
bIni
]
= h¯
(
ΘijkInakjbIni +Θ
iInjka
bInikj
−ΘijkInabjiInk −Θ
iInajk
bInkji
)
h¯3
(
Θ
ijkIn−2a
bjiIn−2k
+Θ
iIn−2ajk
bIn−2kji
−ΘijkIn−2akjbIn−2i −Θ
iIn−2jka
bIn−2ikj
)
= h¯F˜ ab (n)− h¯3F˜ ab (n− 2). (69)
Now, by summing over, n and setting h¯ = 1 it is clear that most of the terms
from each of the two commutators separately vanish. Now it is not hard to see
that [Θpqrrqp,Θ
iI1a
bI1i
] = O(h¯), i.e F ab (−1) = 0. However, when one looks at the case
n = 0, one finds that,
[
Θpqrrqp,Θ
ai
ib
]
= h¯
(
Θaijkjikb +Θ
aijk
kbji −Θijakkjib −Θaijkikjb
)
+h¯2
(
Θiajjib +Θ
ija
jbi −Θiajbji −Θaijjbi
)
. (70)
The term of O(h¯) cancels with that of O(h¯3) from the term involving the com-
mutator of the Hamiltonian with ΘaI2iiI2b . However, the term of O(h¯
2) remains
un-canceled. Hence, we have, after summing overall n and setting h¯ = 1,
[Θpqrrqp,
∞∑
n=0
ΘaIniiInb ] =
(
Θiajjib +Θ
ija
jbi −Θiajbji −Θaijjbi
)
(71)
Anti-symmetrizing in a and b does not help either, and we have,
[
Θpqrrqp, (Q
2)ab
]
=
[
Θpqrrqp,
∑
n
(
ΘaIniiInb −ΘiInabIni
)]
= 2
(
Θiajjib +Θ
ija
jbi −Θiajbji −Θaijjbi
)
(72)
Before we go on to find the deformed generators that commute with the two
loop Hamiltonian, it is interesting to note that, in (71), tracing over a and b,
which is nothing but the term of O( 1
u2
) in the expansion of the transfer matrix
of the one loop dilatation generator, produces a conserved charge.[
D4,
∞∑
n=0
ΘjIniiInj
]
=
[
D4, T rt
2
]
= 0. (73)
So, the first two terms in the expansion of the trace of the transfer matrix (of
the one loop dilatation operator) continue to be conserved at two loops.
Yangian charges for the two loop dilatation operator: After ignoring
all the terms proportional to the identity, which are irrelevant for the purposes
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of exploring conservation laws, the analysis of [18, 21] tells us that the dilatation
operator in the SU(2) sector has the form,
D = 2αΘijji + 2α
2
(
Θijkkji − 4Θijji
)
+O(α3), α =
λ
16π2
. (74)
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is no problem with the first
Yangian generator. For the Yangian invariance to be implemented perturba-
tively, we must look for an expansion of the second generator in the form,
(Q2)ab = (Q
2
0)
a
b + α(Q
2
1)
a
b +O(α
2), (75)
where (Q20)
a
b is the familiar Yangian generator for the Heisenberg spin chain,
(Q20)
a
b =
1
2
∑
n
(
ΘaIniiInb −ΘiInabIni
)
. (76)
(Q21)
a
b is the new generator to be found. It must satisfy[
Θijkkji, (Q
2
0)
a
b
]
+
[
Θijji, (Q
2
1)
a
b
]
= 0 (77)
The first term on the left hand side is known explicitly (71). We can now
use a result from the calculations regarding the commutation of the Yangian
generators with the one loop Hamiltonian, done in the previous subsection,
which is (see the discussion preceeding (40))[
Θijji,Θ
ai
ib −Θiabi
]
= −
(
Θiajjib +Θ
ija
jbi −Θiajbji −Θaijjbi
)
. (78)
Comparing with (71), we see that we have solved our problem. The Yangian
charges that commute with the dilatation operator up to two loops, are,
(Q1)ab = Θ
a
b , (79)
(Q2two−loop)
a
b =
1
2
∑
n
(
ΘaIniiInb −ΘiInabIni
)
+ α
(
Θaiib −Θiabi
)
. (80)
Relation to the Yangians of long ranged spin chains: This deforma-
tion of the Yangian charges is consistent with the form of the Yangian generators
for long ranged spin chains. In the case of the su(2) invariant spin chains of the
Haldane-Shastry type, [21, 24, 81, 61] the matrix model representation of the
second generator is,
(Q2long−range)
a
b =
1
2
∑
n
1 + t|In|+1
1− t|In|+1
(
ΘaIniiInb −ΘiInabIni
)
(81)
We have employed an analytical continuation of the charges ( in t) as is done in
the case of the Inozemtsev spin chain[21, 24]. t is related to the free parameter
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k in the Inozemtsev Hamiltonian, which in the limit of large chains takes the
form,
H =
∑
n
k2
(
sinh−2(|In|+ 1) + 1
3
)(
ΘiInjjIni
)
(82)
as
t = e−2k. (83)
If one now identifies, as was done in [21] to embed the higher loop corrections
to the SU(2) dilatation operator in the Inozemtsev chain,
α =
∑
n
1
4 sinh2(kn)
, (84)
one can see that the expansion of (81) upto O(α) exactly reproduces (80).
4 The SO(n) Case:
We now turn to the study of Yangian symmetries present in the full subsector
of scalars of the one loop dilatation operator. The matrix model Hamiltonian,
(after setting the overall coupling constant to unity, and ignoring the piece
proportional to the identity) is,
H = Θiijj − 2Θijji. (85)
The R matrix for the SO(n) case is[82],
R(u)µν = u(g − u)δµνI + (g − u)Sνµ + uSµν , g = (1 − n
2
). (86)
We are not going to distinguish between the upper and lower indices in this
case. What we have above are the matrix elements of the R matrix, thought of
as a n× n matrix. The S’s are the usual Weyl operators, satisfying
[Sµν , Sαβ ] = δναSµβ − δµβSαν . (87)
The transfer matrix for a lattice of n sites is,
Tµν(u) = R˜(u)
i1
µν1
R˜(u)i2ν2ν3 · · · R˜(u)inνnν =
∑
l
1
ul
tlµν , (88)
where,
R˜(u)iµν = δµνI(i) +
1
u
Sνµ(i) +
1
g − uSµν(i), (89)
which is nothing but the R matrix divided by a spectral parameter dependent
factor, which makes it more conducive to the 1
u
expansion. We can identify the
first two terms of the expansion of the transfer matrix, which are,
t1µν =
∑
i
L1µν(i), L
1
µν(i) = Sνµ(i)− Sµν(i)
t2µν =

∑
i<j
L1µα(i)L
1
αν(j)− g
∑
i
L2µν(i)

 , L2µν(i) = Sµν(i). (90)
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Denoting the collective indices µν as a single so(n) index a, we see that the first
element of the transfer matrix is Lie algebra valued, and we take it to be the
first Yangian generator.
Q1a = t
1
µν =
∑
i
L1a(i). (91)
In the matrix model language,
Q1µν = Θ
ν
µ −Θµν , (92)
and, it is an easy exercise to see that Q1, being the SO(n) generator is
conserved. Unlike the SU(n) case, the second term in the expansion of the
transfer matrix is not Lie algebra valued, and neither is it conserved. To get the
second non-local charge, we shall have to anti-symmetrize t2 in µ and ν, to get,
Q2a = t
2
µν − t2νµ =
1
2
fabc
∑
i<j
L1biL
1
c(j) + g
∑
i
L1a(i). (93)
Here, the f’s are the structure constants of so(n),
fabc = fµν,αβ,ρσ = δµρδναδβσ − δµαδνρδβσ + δνβδαρδσµ − δµβδραδσν (94)
The matrix model equivalent of the path ordered quantity appearing in the
second generator is,
∑
j<k
L1µα(j)L
1
αν(k) =
∞∑
n=0
ΘiInνµIni +Θ
µIni
iInν
−ΘµInνiIni −ΘiIniµInν (95)
The second charge is conserved upto boundary terms, i.e its commutator with
the Hamiltonian can be written down completely in terms of the Θ˜ terms. So
it is conserved in Pl(n)/K(n). The explicit expressions for the boundary terms
that result in evaluating the commutator of the the second Yangian generator
with the Hamiltonian, on a state of length n+ 2, n ≥ 0 is the following,
1
2
[
H,Q2µν
]
= g
(
Θ˜llInµInν − Θ˜µInνInll
)
−
(
Θ˜lνInµInl − Θ˜lInνInµl
)
+
(
Θ˜µνInlInl − Θ˜
µInν
Inll
)
+
(
Θ˜llInµInν − Θ˜lInlInµν
)
− (µ⇔ ν) (96)
Hence we see that the second Yangian generator is conserved in Pl(n)/K(n).
That these charges generate the SO(n) Yangian is a straightforward, but labo-
rious exercise. One sees that the following equations,
[Q1a, Q
1
b ] = fabcQ
1
c , [Q
1
a, Q
2
b ] = fabcQ
2
c , (97)
and the Serre relations,
1
2
fa[bc[Q
2
d], Q
2
a] =
1
24
fbipfcjqfdkrfijk{Q1p, Q1q, Q1r}, (98)
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hold. The [, ]brackets on the indices on the left hand side of the equation imply
the totally antisymmetric combination of the indices enclosed in those brackets.
Unlike the SU(n) case, we were unable to any modification of the Yangian
generators that would make them conserved on states of any size. However, the
above analysis clarifies the relation of the SO(n) Yangian to the transfer matrix
of interest to us.
4.1 Continuum Limits and the Semi-Classical Yangians:
In this final chapter, we shall study the continuum limits of the matrix models
described in the previous sections and work out the resultant contraction of the
Yangian symmetry.
4.2 Variational Principles:
Ideally, one would like to describe the large N limits of Hamiltonian matrix
models as classical dynamical systems. This would necessitate a full description
of the co-adjoint orbit of Pl(n). The co-adjoint orbit would then serve as the
phase space of the classical mechanical system. In the literature on large N
limits, such classical mechanical descriptions have been very fruitful, and we
shall refer the reader to the review by Yaffe[83] for a fuller exposition. In the
absence of direct methods to understand the co-adjoint orbit of the infinite
dimensional algebra described above, we shall use the approach of Yaffe to
bypass this problem. The basic idea is to pick a standard set of states in the
Hilbert space of the matrix model and regard the expectation value of the matrix
model operators on those states as the corresponding classical quantities on the
phase space. In doing this one must make sure that the set of states is a complete
or over-complete one. A typical state, large N state can be characterized by a
set of tensors Zi1···i|I| .
|Z〉 = Zi1i2···i|I| |i1i2 · · · i|I|〉, (99)
These tensors can be regarded as coordinates on the classical phase space. The
expectation value of the matrix model operators on such states, i.e
ΘIJ → θIJ(Z) (100)
where, the classical observable θ is,
< Z|ΘIJ |Z >=
∑
l
Z⋆k1···kli1···i|I|kl+|I|+1···knZk1···klj1···j|J|kl+|J|+1···kn . (101)
These tensors are taken to be cyclically symmetric, and ⋆ denotes complex
conjugation. So far, no real approximation has been made. We have simply
translated the quantum mechanical problem in the language of phase space
variables. One can now make a factorized ansatz for the tensor Z.
Zi1···in = Zi1(1) · · ·Zin(n) (102)
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In making the factorized ansatz, special care needs to be devoted to ensure that
whatever flavor (R) symmetry is present in the matrix model Hamiltonian be
appropriately captured by the ansatz. This point has already been elaborated
upon in [5, 2]. The Z’s are clearly coordinates in CPn−1, where n is the range
of the bits. So, it makes sense to impose the norm Z⋆i(l)Zi(l) = 1. This is all
that one needs in the SU(n) case. However, in the case of SO(n), one needs
to impose the added constraint Z⋆i(l)Z⋆i(l) = Zi(l)Zi(l) = 0. This further
constraint has an interpretation as a local BPS condition[5, 2].The classical
observables corresponding to the factorized ansatz take on the following forms,
< Z|ΘIJ |Z >=
∑
a
(Z⋆(a)i1Z(a)jiZ
⋆(a+ 1)i2Z(a+ 2)j2 · · ·
Z⋆(a+ |I| − 1)i|I|Z(a+ |J | − 1)j|J|) (103)
One can define classical spin variables as,
(Z⋆)j(a)Zi(a) = S
j
i (a), (104)
which satisfy the Poisson brackets inherited from the underlying CPn−1 mani-
fold.
{Sji (a), Skl (b)} = δab
(
δki S
j
l (a)− δjl Ski (a)
)
(105)
So, the classical matrix model variables go over to Hamiltonians of classical spin
chains.
θIJ(Z) ≡ θIJ(S) =
∑
a
Si1j1 (a)S
i2
j2
(a+ 1) · · ·Si|I|j|J|(a+ |I| − 1), (106)
where |I| = |J | is implied. Since the underlying Z’s belong to the complex
projective space, the spin matrices can be thought of as the gauge invariant
coordinates on CPn−1. It is also consistent to require S2 = S.
4.3 SU(n) Sector:
For the one loop SU(n) invariant dilatation operator, the factorized ansatz pro-
duces the classical Hamiltonian,
Hsu(n) = Θ
ij
ji ≡ λ
∑
l
Sij(l)S
j
i (l + 1), (107)
with the Poisson brackets given in (105). We have absorbed various factors of
1
16π2 by rescaling the spin matrices. The continuum limit is now easy to take.
Denoting the total length of the state by J and holding λ˜ = λ
J2
fixed, one gets,
Hsu(n) = Jλ˜
∫
dxTr
(
S∂2xS
)
. (108)
One can define the matrix,
M ij = 2S
i
j(x)− δij = 2Z⋆i(x)Zj(x) − δij : M2 = 1, (109)
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so the continuum Hamiltonian now reads,
Hsu(n) = J
λ˜
4
∫
dxTr
(
M∂2xM
)
,M2 = 1 (110)
which is the SU(n) generalization of the classical Heisenberg model. This con-
struction works for any SU(n). This particular sigma model is known to be
integrable, and the underlying symmetry is the semiclassical SU(n) Yangian.
For a detailed account of the SU(2) case see [79, 84]. For the sake of complete-
ness let us work out the basic ideas leading to its integrability. The equations
of motion of the sigma model,
∂tM = ∂[M,∂xM ] (111)
can be interpreted as the condition for the conservation of a SU(n) valued
current. We have divided out the Hamiltonian by J and set λ˜ = 1 in writing
down the equations of motion. This motivates the introduction of the following
Lax connection for the problem.
Ax(λ) =
1
λ
M,
At(λ) =
1
λ
[M,∂xM ]− 2
λ2
M, (112)
where λ is the spectral parameter. The equations of motion can easily be seen
to be equivalent to the condition for this connection to be flat,
[∂x +Ax, ∂t +At] = 0 (113)
This naturally leads to the monodromy matrix,
T (x, λ) = P exp
(
−
∫ x
0
Ax(λ, y)dy
)
. (114)
The Poisson bracket relations satisfied by the monodromy matrix can be written
down as a set of classical Yang-Baxter relations,
{T (λ) ⊗, T (µ)} = [r(λ − µ), T (λ)⊗ T (µ)], (115)
where the classical ’r’ matrix [79] is,
r(λ) =
2
λ
P. (116)
P is the permutation operator on V ⊗ V . The factor of two in front of the
permutation operator has to do with the particular parameterization (109) of
CPn−1 that we employed. 4 As in the case of the spin systems, the transfer
4The in the convension used above, the operators on the tensor product of the auxilliary
vector space V with itself, take on the following form in components. Let A and B, be two
n⊗ n matrices, then,
(A⊗ B)ikjl = A
i
jB
k
l . (117)
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matrix can also be regarded as the generator of the Yangian charges, except,
now that we are dealing with a classical theory, the Yangian symmetry is imple-
mented by a Lie-Poisson action, and it is no longer a quantum group symmetry.
For a very useful discussion of the Lie-Poisson symmetry of the SU(2) cousin
of this model, we shall refer to [84], and for a general exposition on Yangian
symmetries in integrable models see[85, 86, 87]. To be able to write down the
semi-classical Yangian generators in a compact fashion, we shall, as we did be-
fore, denote the upper and lower SU(n) indices compactly by a single Greek
index e.g, Mα ≡Mab , and the SU(n) structure constants become,
fαβγ = facpbdq = δ
c
bδ
a
q δ
p
d − δadδcqδpb (118)
The Yangian generators can be read off from the transfer matrix, they are,
(Q1)α =
∫ J
0
Mα(x),
(Q2)α =
1
2
fαβγ
∫ J
0
Mβ(x)dx
∫ x
0
Mγ(y)dy. (119)
These are the only independent generators, and the entire transfer matrix can
be generated by evaluating iterated Poisson brackets of these generators with
themselves. They satisfy the relations of the semi-classical SU(n) Yangian,
which are,
{(Q1)α, (Q1)β} = fαβγ(Q1)γ
{(Q1)α, (Q2)β} = fαβγ(Q2)γ (120)
and the semi-classical Serre relations,
1
2
fα[βγ{(Q2)δ], (Q2)α} = 1
4
fβǫσfγκµf δτνf ǫκτ
(
(Q1)σ(Q1)µ(Q1)ν
)
, (121)
This is the residual Yangian symmetry that survives the continuum limit of the
matrix models, and manifests itself as the underlying symmetry of the SU(n)
reduction of the string sigma model. This analysis is, in a sense, complimen-
tary to the one presented in [20], where, the relation of the transfer matrix of
the SU(2) spin chain to its continuum limit was utilized to present a unified
approach towards understanding the various results and integrable structures
found in this particular sector. Since the Yangians are also the generators of
the transfer matrices, the contraction of the Yangian symmetries implies that
at the semi-classical level, one should replace the ’quantum’spins of the spin
chains by the corresponding classical quantities. As was pointed out, in [20],
this quantum to classical correspondence is difficult to motivate at the level of
the transfer matrices, however, it appears to be quite natural from the point of
view of variational principles. Alternatively, the classical nature of the contin-
uum limit can now be understood as a consequence of the contraction of the
Yangian symmetry of the dilatation operator.
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4.4 SO(n) Sector:
Keeping the above discussion in mind, we can now proceed to study the Yangian
symmetries of the continuum limit of the full SO(n = 6) sector of scalars. In
this sector, the matrix model corresponding to the one-loop Hamiltonian is,
Γ =
λ
16π2
: Tr
(
a†ia†iajaj − a†iaja†iaj + 2(a†ia†jajai − a†ia†jaiaj)
)
:, (122)
Although SO(6) is the case of interest to us, we shall do the following analysis
for SO(n) in general. As in the SU(n) case, we are going to take a factorized
variational ansatz,
|Z >= 1√
Nn
Zi1(l)Zi1(l + 1) · · ·Zin(l + (n− 1))Tra†i1 · · · a†in |0 > (123)
As it stands, the variational ansatz has SU(n) instead of SO(n) invariance.
But, as was pointed out in[5, 2], see also[88], we can impose SO(n) invariance
by requiring the vectors to satisfy the local BPS condition,
Z∗i Z
∗
i = ZiZi = 0as well as the requirementZ
∗
i Zi = 1 (124)
The classical Hamiltonian that one gets from this is,
Hso(n) =< V |Γ|V > = λ
16π2
∑
l
(Z∗i (l)Zj(l)Z
∗
i (l + 1)Zj(l + 1)
−2Z∗i (l)Zj(l)Z∗j (l + 1)Zi(l + 1)) (125)
One may now proceed to take the continuum limit, which generates for us a
variant of the CPn−1 model. Once again, after absorbing various factors of
λ
16π2 in the redefinition of the Z,s, the continuum action reads,
Hso(n) = J
λ˜
4
∫
dx
(|∂Z|2 − |Z∗∂Z|2)− µ1(Z∗.Z − 1)− (µ2Z.Z + cc). (126)
µ1, µ2 are the Lagrange multipliers that enforce the constraints described above.
Comparison of particular solutions of this continuum Hamiltonian to the Bethe
ansatz solutions obtained by Minahan and Zarembo was carried out in [2, 5].
See also, [89]. To make the SO(n) invariance manifest, one can now introduce
the antisymmetric matrix,
mij = ZiZ
∗
j − Z∗i Zj , (127)
which enjoys the following properties,
Trm2 = 2,m3 = m,m(∂m)m = 0 (128)
m2(∂m) + (∂m)m2 = (∂m) = (∂m3), [m, [m, ∂m]] = ∂m. (129)
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These properties are consequences of the relations (124) satisfied by the Z’s.
The Poisson brackets satisfied by m is,
{mij(x),mkl(y)} = δ(x− y) (δjkmil(x) + δilmjk(x) − δikmjl(x) − δjlmik(x))
(130)
In terms of this matrix, the Hamiltonian is,
Hso(n) = λ
′
∫
Tr (∂m∂m) , λ′ = J
λ˜
4
(131)
In the form sigma model Hamiltonian reported in [2], there is an additional
term proportional to
∫
Tr(m∂m)2. We note, from the identities reported above
that, such a term is identically zero.
The equations of motion resulting from this Hamiltonian are very much like
those that follow from the matrix SU(n) Hamiltonian,
∂m
∂t
= α∂[m, ∂m], α = −4λ′ (132)
Following the methods employed in the case of the Heisenberg model, one can
introduce a Lax connection,
Ax =
1
λ
m
At =
1
λ
α[m, ∂m]− α
λ2
m (133)
The using (128), one can see that the equations of motion are equivalent to the
flatness condition,
[∂t +At, ∂x +Ax] = 0. (134)
To be able to apply Bethe anzatz techniques to this sigma model, and to compare
it with its quantum counterpart, it is important to be able to write down the
commutation relations between the components of Lax connection as classical
Yang-Baxter equations.
The Poisson brackets between the Lax connection may now be expressed
using the classical r matrix,
{Ax(x, λ) ⊗, Ax(y, µ)} = δ(x− y)[r(µ−λ), Ax((x, λ)⊗ I + I ⊗Ax(y, µ)], (135)
where,
r(λ) =
1
λ
(K − P ) . (136)
K and P are the usual trace and permutation operators on V ⊗ V , i.e. K(V ⊗
W ) = V.Wek⊗ ek, and P (V ⊗W ) =W ⊗V , where ek’s are the basis vectors in
V . It is also understood, that, for any two n×nmatrices A and B, (A⊗B)ij,kl =
AikBjl. To see that (135) is indeed true, one first notices that
{m(x) ⊗, m(y)} = δ(x− y)[K − P,m(x) ⊗ I]. (137)
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Furthermore, the following set of equations are true,
[K,m(x)⊗ I] =
(
1
λ
− 1
µ
)
[K,Ax(x, λ) ⊗ I + I ⊗Ax(x, µ)], (138)
and
[P,m(x) ⊗ I] =
(
1
λ
− 1
µ
)
[P,Ax(x, λ) ⊗ I + I ⊗Ax(x, µ)]. (139)
In deriving these equations, we have used the defining equation (133) for Ax,
along with the identities,
K(m⊗ I) = −K(I ⊗m), (m⊗ I)K = −(m⊗ I)K, (140)
which follows from the antisymmetry of m, and the standard relation
[P, (A⊗B)] = −[P, (B ⊗ A)], (141)
for any two n×nmatrices A and B. The Poisson bracket for the Lax connection
(135), now follows from the equations (137· · · 139). The generators one may now
construct the monodromy matrix,
T (λ) = Pexp
(∫ J
0
Ax(y)dy
)
. (142)
Following standard techniques [79], one can see that (135) imply that the Poisson
brackets between the matrix elements of the monodromy matrix, for different
values of the spectral parameter are,
{T (λ) ⊗, T (µ)} = [r(λ − µ), T (λ)⊗ T (µ)]. (143)
As usual, realization of the Poisson brackets through Lie brackets, as above,
implies that TrT (λ) is the generating function for an infinite family of conserved
charges, which are in involution with each other.
The transfer matrix can now be seen to generate the semiclassical SO(n)
Yangian. As before, (see for example the discussion preceeding (94)), we can
label the matrix indices, by a single index a. The Lie algebra valued Yangian
charges that one gets from the expansion of the transfer matrix are,
Q1a =
∫ J
0
ma(x)dx
Q2a =
1
2
fabc
∫ J
0
mb(x)dx
∫ x
0
mc(y)dy. (144)
The Poisson bracket relations of these charges now generate the semi-classical
SO(n) Yangian. One gets,
{Q1a, Q1b} = fabcQ1c
{Q1a, Q2b} = fabcQ2c , (145)
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as well as the semi-classical Serre relations,
1
2
fa[bc{Q2d], Q2a} =
1
4
fbipfcjqfdkrfijk
(
Q1pQ
1
qQ
1
r
)
, (146)
where, as before, the [, ]brackets on the indices on the left hand side of the
equation imply the totally antisymmetric combination of the indices. This is
the underlying Lie-Poisson symmetry of the semi-classical limit.
Comments on relations between integrable structures: Since, (126)
and (131) are two ways of looking at the same classical field theory, it is now
quite clear that the part of the full Yangian symmetry of the classical string
theory in AdS5 × S5 which is retained in its SO(n) reductions [5] [2] is the
semi-classical SO(n) Yangian. Moreover, the symmetry of the reduced sigma
model being the semi-classical counterpart of the one underlying the dilatation
operator generates for us a direct relation between the integrable structures
present on the gauge and string theory sides. This is quite like the one we had
in the SU(n) case. As before, the classical-quantum correspondence between
the Yangian symmetries implies that the r and monodromy matrices, of the
sigma model are nothing but the classical limits of the corresponding matrices
appearing in the Bethe ansatz for the Minahan-Zrembo spin chain. Although
this is implicit in the analysis done up to this point, there is a particularly
transparent way to see this. As is usually the case in quantum inverse scattering
theory, the quantum ’R’ matrix has a natural deformation parameter in it. At
the risk of some abuse of notation, let us call this h¯ as well. If one chooses to
display this explicitly, then the formula for the ′R′ matrix for SO(n) invariant
spin chains(89) takes the form [59],
R˜(λ) = I +
h¯
λ
P +
1
h¯g − λK = I − h¯r(λ) +O(h¯
2), (147)
where r(λ) for the SO(n) case was derived in (135). This relation makes it
very clear that the ′r′ matrix for the sigma model is the classical limit of the
one describing the spin chain. Moreover, because of the fact that in the SO(n)
case, the R matrix is the Lax connection, the same classical-quantum corre-
spondence is true for the monodromy matrices of the two theories as well. This
completes for us a map between the fundamental integrable structures which
are responsible for the integrability of the one loop (bosonic) dilatation oper-
ator and its corresponding continuum limit. In the light of the identification
of the continuum limit of the dilatation operator and the semiclassical string
actions[5, 2], this analysis also relates the integrable structures on the gauge
theory and gravity sides, in the SO(n) sector.
The existence of the Zero curvature condition, and the classical r matrix for
the sigma model, implies that one should be able to carry out the complete inte-
gration of the problem, i.e. it should be possible, like in the case of the classical
Heisenberg field theory [79], to accomplish an explicit change of variables to
the action-angle coordinates of this theory. Moreover, the relation between the
integrable structures presented above should allow one to find the semi-classical
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counterparts of the Bethe eigenstates found in [14], putting the analysis of the
SO(n) sector on the same footing as the SU(2) one [20]. We hope to report on
this in the near future.
Lie-Poisson actions: Before concluding the discussion on the SO(n) sigma
model, let us examine how the semi-classical Yangian symmetry acts on the
basic degrees of freedom of the theory. From the form of the Hamiltonian, it is
obvious that any SO(n) transformation is a symmetry of the Hamiltonian, i.e
the infinitesimal transformation,
δ0m = [m,m0], (148)
where, m0 is a constant SO(n) matrix leaves the Hamiltonian invariant. How-
ever the semi-classical Yangian invariance implies that,
δnm(x) = [m(x),mn(x)],where, ∂xmn(x) = [m,mn−1(x)] (149)
are all symmetries of the Hamiltonian. These symmetries are a consequence of
the Lie-Poisson symmetries generated by the transfer matrix. Indeed, for any
constant SO(n) matrix, m0, one can define the generator of these symmetries,
as, (
Tm0T
−1
)
(x, λ) =
∑
n
λ−kmk(x), (150)
and the equations satisfied by mn are a consequence of the ones satisfied by T .
Clearly, one can now proceed to expressmn in terms of the Yangian charges, (the
above equation is a prescription for doing that), and express the symmetry trans-
formations, as Poisson brackets of the charges with the basic dynamical variable
m(x). The answer can be summed up succinctly in the following SO(n) general-
ization of the formula for Lie-Poisson transformations of the SU(2) Heisenberg
model [84].
δnm(x) =
∮
dλ
2πi
λntr1
(
(moT
−1(λ) ⊗ 1){T (λ⊗ 1, 1⊗m(x)}) (151)
4.5 Concluding Remarks and Future Directions:
So far we have seen that Yangian symmetries play a natural role, at least in low
orders in perturbation theory, in forming a bridge between the integrable struc-
tures present in SYM and its gravity dual. At the same time, we can also see,
that the dilatation operator and the continuum sigma models can be described
quite efficiently using Hamiltonian matrix models, which are also useful in de-
scribing these Hopf algebraic symmetries and their semi-classical counterparts.
Clearly, a lot of questions and possibilities are yet to be explored. A natural
question is whether or not the matrix model provides a direct way of diagonal-
izing the dilatation operator without referring to the spin chains. The answer
to that, at least in principle, is in the affirmative. For example, in the exam-
ples discussed previously, the Yangian generators, as well as the Hamiltonians,
have a faithful realizations completely within Pl(n). Once, one obtains such
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a realization, then one can proceed to solve the problem of diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian using the representation theory of the Yangian generators. This,
for example, was the approach which was used quite successfully in the con-
text of the Haldane-Shastry spin chains; see [90] for a review. The employment
of such symmetry considerations in diagonalizing the integrable Hamiltonians
would make the approach self-sufficient. Hence, it is necessary to work out a
few examples of such solutions for the matrix models describing various sectors
of the dilatation operator of superconformal Yang-Mills theory. We hope to
report on this issue in the near future[91]. One can hope that understanding
integrability of matrix models based on such representation theoretic grounds
would probably improve our understanding the ’dynamical’ spin chains which
arise in higher orders in perturbation theory. In a sense, such a diagonalization
procedure would be to a large extent independent of the particular form of the
Hamiltonian. In the language of the algebraic Bethe ansatz, this is akin to know-
ing the Bethe equations without knowing in detail the underlying Hamiltonian.
Such themes have appeared in various places in the context of understanding
integrability within the AdS-CFT correspondence. For a recent example of such
a circumstance, we shall refer the reader to the recent work presented in [92],
where the Bethe equations for the diagonalization of the SU(2) sector of the
sigma model have been proposed. It should be noted however, that Matrix
model techniques can also be employed to capture the more conventional alge-
braic Bethe ansatz techniques employed in the literature on spin chains. This
has been elaborated on in the appendix.
On a slightly different note, it is possibly worth while to understand what
kind of quantum group symmetries lie behind the pp-wave limit of matrix theory,
where too, integrability to quite high orders in perturbation theory has been
shown to exist[30, 31, 32].
Apart from these issues, a precise of understanding the quantum group sym-
metries beyond the SU(2) sector of the dilatation operator remains a reasonably
open issue. The sigma model realization of the continuum limits of the higher
loop dilatation operators and their relation to the Yangian symmetries of the
classical string sigma model too requires further analysis.
5 Appendix A:
Finite Rank Operators and The Ideal: As mentioned in the introduction,
the planar Lie algebra PL(n), where n stands for the number of matrices in-
volved, or alternatively, the range of the string bit indices, has an ideal K(n),
generated by the Θ˜ operators. The elements of the ideal are can be written as
finite linear combinations of the elements of the Lie algebra.
Θ˜IJ = Θ˜
I
J − Θ˜IiJi = Θ˜IJ − Θ˜iIiJ . (152)
The implications of the two ways expressing the same elements of the ideal have
been commented on earlier (see section(2.1).
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The elements of K(n) act as Weyl operators on the states of the matrix
model. They form a Lie algebra by themselves,
[Θ˜IJ , Θ˜
K
L ] = δ
K
J Θ˜
I
L − δILΘ˜KJ . (153)
These operators form an ideal, as their commutation relations with the elements
of PL(n) are of the following form,
[ΘIJ , Θ˜
K
L ] = δ
K
J Θ˜
I
L +
∑
K=K1K2
δK1J Θ˜
IK2
L − δILΘ˜KJ −
∑
L=L1L2
δIL2Θ˜
K
L1J
, (154)
i.e. the commutator of elements of K(n) with those of Pl(n) is a finite linear
combination of the elements of K(n). However, one should be careful, and
note that, although finite linear combinations of the elements of K(n) can be
regarded as finite rank operators, infinite linear combinations of these operators
carry the same information as the full Pl(n). For example, the relation (152)
can be inverted iteratively, to yield,
ΘIJ =
∑
K
Θ˜IKJK , (155)
i.e, elements of Pl(n) can be regarded as infinite linear combinations of the
elements of K(n). However, when one deals with states of a fixed sizes, only a
finite number of terms in this infinite sum survive. Now, in the SU(2) sector,
the length of the state is always conserved, or in the language of spin chains,
the chains are not dynamical. So by fixing the length of the state, J , one
can recast everything in terms of the elements of K(n). The advantage of
doing this is that it allows one to map spin chain operators, which are not
necessarily translationally invariant in the matrix model language, thus enabling
us to construct the Lax matrix in terms of the elements of Pl(n). For example,
let us look at the operator, Sij(2), the spin operator acting on the second lattice
site, on a chain of length J . This can be represented by,
Sij(2) = Θ˜
liK
ljK , |K| = J − 2 (156)
It should be kept in mind that we are tacitly ignoring the cyclic symmetry of
the matrix model states in carrying out this identification. More generally, if
we have some operator O, not necessarily translation invariant, acting on the
a chain of length J , we can form out of that operator, the corresponding finite
rank matrix model operator,
Θ˜(O) =
∑
|I|=|K|=J
ΨIK(O)Θ˜
I
K , (157)
where, the tensor ΨIK(O) =< K|O|I >, is the matrix element of the spin chain
operator on two states of the spin chain. It is now straight forward to see that,
Θ˜(O1)Θ˜(O2) = Θ˜(O1O2), (158)
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and,
[Θ˜(O1)Θ˜(O2), Θ˜(O2)Θ˜(O1)] = Θ˜([O1, O2]). (159)
Thus, in this language, it is very clear that elements of Pl(n) carry a represen-
tation of the associative algebra of spin operators. The matrix elements of the
Lax matrix, which as we recall are spin operators acting on specific sites (say
the nth one), is,
Lij(u)n =
1
J
(uΘ˜IIδ
i
j + i
∑
I=I1aI2
|I1|=n−1,|I|=J
Θ˜I1iI2I1jI2 ) = Θ˜(Inδ
i
j + iuS
i
j(n)) (160)
Now, one may generate the transfer matrix, for a state of length J , which is
simply, Θ˜J(T
i
j (u)).
Θ˜J(T
i
j (u)) =
1
J
Θ˜(I1δ
i
a1
+iuSia1(1))Θ˜(I2δ
a1
a2
+iuSa1a2 (2)) · · · Θ˜(I1δaJ−1j +iuSaJ−1j (J))
(161)
The above matrix model realization of the transfer matrix satisfies the Yang-
Baxter equations. Moreover, by summing over the variable J and by using the
definition of the Θ˜ operators, we recover the simple forms that we had earlier,
in terms of Θ,
∑
J
Θ˜J(T
i
j (u)) = I +
1
u
Θij +
1
u2
∑
I
ΘiIaaIj + · · · (162)
The point of carrying out this exercise makes two things clear. Firstly we see
from (159) in rather explicit form that commuting quantities in the spin chain
description lead to commuting matrix model operators. Secondly, this gener-
ates a systematic way formulating the integrability of the quantum mechanical
matrix model in terms of R and T matrices. It should however be noted that
this notion of integrability of the matrix model is probably the beginning of a
more general understanding of the issue.
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